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iQ Super Clean is safe to use in your engines raw water cooling system and will not harm the environment. 
Laboratory and field tested, it is proven to remove harmful salt deposits effectively and leaves our exclusive 
metal protectors on the surface to coat your cooling system between uses.

Cooling System: During the normal operation of your engine salt deposits buildup. If these deposits are not 
removed the engines ability to run at the right temperature is affected and over time can damage your engine. 
This is caused by reduced water flow and ineffective heat exchange. iQ Super Clean will not harm impellers, 
gaskets or seals. It is safe to use on all surfaces of your boat, trailer & marine equipment.

Corrosion: We all know how corrosive salt is and how quickly it can damage metal surfaces. Your engine cooling
system is no different. Salt left in cooling galleries will eventually attack surfaces and corrode through the thin 
gallery walls causing major damage and repair costs.

CORROSION CONTROL THAT WORKS
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

iQ Super Clean
Outboard Motor Flush

Connect an injector (if using) into hose and cooling system as illustrated below. Water must flow 
in direction of the arrow.
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Start water flow into motor, start engine and allow to reach running temperature. This will allow 
the treatment to pass through the thermostats. Note: if using the flushing port consult your 
engine manual.

With motor/water running, remove dosage bowl and discard water. Add the recommended 
dosage of iQ Super Clean for your engine and reinstall bowl (refer to dosage table below).

Engine Size: HP

0-50 hp

50-100 hp

100-200 hp

200-400 hp

Large Stern Drive

Dosage

30 ml

50 ml

80 ml

100 ml

100 ml

Time

30 sec

40 sec

60 sec

80 sec

80 sec

Water will enter the bowl and will start to fill. Use the dosage chart below for the time needed 
to deliver the flush into your cooling system. Once iQ Super Clean is delivered turn off engine & 
water immediately. Note: Do not flush any more water into the cooling system.

Treat your cooling system with iQ Super Clean after every trip and prior to storage.
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